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ABSTRACT

The design of learning resources is both enabled and constrained based on 
the available technologies. To save on costly and effortful development, the 
design planning involves drafting user interface designs (orientation) and 
wireframes (which suggest how users would navigate the learning space 
and engage various functions). These early designs are enabled by drafting 
tools, wireframing tools, authoring tools, and hosted learning and content 
management systems. Ultimately, the designs are to serve the users and the 
ultimate designed learning purposes. To these ends, user interfaces/user 
experiences (UI/UX) are both considered important. This chapter explores 
design approaches to designing user interfaces and navigation in digital 
learning resources.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores design approaches to designing user interfaces and 
navigation in digital learning resources. It explores the following: 

Orientation, Functions, 
Navigation, and Experiences:
User Interface Designs and Wireframes
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Orientation, Functions, Navigation, and Experiences

• In designing user interfaces to various learning objects, how should 
learners be informed about their “location” in the space, their options for 
next steps, their potential sequences / paths / options (and wayfinding), 
their decision points and available functions and choices, and other 
orienteering? 
 ◦ How can learners be empowered in this user interface design? 
 ◦ How can learners be empowered in wireframing (user navigation 

and enablements)? 
 ◦ How can the user interface designs (UIDs) be as accessible as 

possible? 

Figure 1.  A Word Cloud of Chapter 4
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